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Sub : Grant of medical ailowance at the rate of Rs. 100/-

to the pensioners who are governed under CGHS
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Administrative Officer, ffWB, Mumbai may please refer to his ID Note No.
HWBARS/1(10XGyVoI.IV1005 December 5, 2000 on the above subject.

As per the DPT orders, medical allowance is to be granted to such of the pensioners who
are staying at the places not covered under CGHS. The CGHS is in operation in a limited
number of cities/towns and the intention of granting medical allowance is to take care of the
outpatient treatment of the beneficiaries who are staying in other places. On this analogy
medical allowance cannot be extended to the beneficiaries of CHSS who are staltng in the
outskirts of the jurisdictional areas of the CHSS in a particul{ place. This is especially for the
reason that even in the case of persons who are staying within the limit of a city like"Mumbai in
places the dispensary/hospital are not within easy reach because of the distance and perforce they
are required to undertake long journey for out patient treatment. ffis apart admitting retired
employees who are getting medical allowdnce into the CHSS itself is subject to such restrictions
as may be imposed by the ddministering authority vide Note below Clause of 4.2 of the Scheme.

Administrative Officer,
Heavy Water Board,
V"S. Bhavarl
Mumbai - 400 094.

Difficulty in going to the dispensary/AMA in thg s4se of the persons explained in the ID note is
not, t[Effire, a reas<in6iffit-of rnffiffi.rce.
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